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Research Objective 
 
Standardized content analysis is a prominent method in internet research; it is used, for 
example, to evaluate topics, tendencies, and sentiment of textual digital trace data, such 
as social media posts or comments. The importance of the method has even increased 
due to the demand of high-quality training data for text mining approaches based upon 
supervised machine learning. However, standardized content analyses are very time- 
and resource-intensive, mainly due to the high demand for human resources. Here, the 
process of coding1 is particularly critical: To obtain sufficient reliability, it is essential that 
all coders use the codebook in the same way (Krippendorff, 2002). However, coders 
code under the conditions of a specific context, which is shaped by their individual 
characteristics, the coding situation, and the material to be coded (Degen, 2015). 
Notwithstanding the importance of the coding process, little research has been done on 
how coding should be optimally designed and how personal characteristics of the 
coders influence the coding results.  
  

 
1 We use the term "coding" because it is common terminology in literature (e.g. Krippendorff 2002). 
However, the considerations and results provided by our study are applicable to "annotating" as well, 
which is a corresponding task in computer science. 
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The issue raised above is intensified by the fact that an increasing number of studies 
rely on crowdworkers as coders (e.g., Boxmann-Shabtai 2021; Budak, Goel & Rao 
2016; Hornik et al. 2022). This is reasonable, for crowdworkers are cost-effective and 
flexible in employment. However, in content analysis they bear substantial 
disadvantages: In addition to ethical aspects—such as the question of appropriate 
compensation for research work—the use of crowdworkers also exacerbate blind spots 
in the research process. In particular, the selection of suitable coders and the poor 
control of the coding process are to be mentioned. The employment of crowdworkers as 
coders should therefore not be undertaken without reflection. A first study evaluating the 
use of crowdworkers concludes that they offer a high potential for content analysis and 
that they do not perform significantly worse than classic offline coders (Lind et al. 2017). 
However, the reliability coefficients reported there are by no means satisfactory 
according to common criteria. 
 
Against this background, we investigate comparatively, in a sample of crowdworkers 
and student coders, which influence coder characteristics have on the validity and 
reliability of the coding results. Specifically, we ask (a) how the quality of coding with 
crowdworkers compares to offline coders, and (b) how coder characteristics affect the 
quality of the data. Our hypotheses relate to the difference between traditional coders 
and crowdworkers and to the influence of socio-demographic characteristics (age, 
gender, and formal education), personality traits (need for cognition and emotional 
sensitivity), and (3) coding tasks of varying difficulty. The results of the study help to 
eliminate the influence of confounding factors, e.g., by weighting or selecting coders to 
minimize systematic errors in the future. 
 
 
Method 
To answer our research questions, we employed a mixed method design combining 
content analysis and survey. For the content analysis we picked a task that is common 
in internet research: the analysis of tweets. The example topic focused on the current 
debate about the legalization of abortion in Germany. In addition to its typicality, 
relevance and topicality, this topic has further merits: It is controversial, so it allows for 
differing opinions, and it is complex so that variables with varying degrees of complexity 
can be elicited. Moreover, the analysis of the rather short posts is a task that 
crowdworkers typically do as part of their job.  
 
The content analysis sample consists of 300 tweets that contain the term "abortion" and 
actually relate to the topic. The (very short) codebook includes variables that differ in 
terms of the interpretive effort to be made: (1) positioning (pro-abortion vs. anti-abortion 
or neutral), (2) emotional valence, (3) references to the current legal situation, and 
finally, as more formal aspects of the texts, the number of (4) question marks and (5) 
exclamation marks. The codebook was pretested and optimized in terms of wording. It 
was intentionally designed to be challenging in order to generate variance in the coding. 
Initially, all tweets were coded by two researchers who discussed and reconciled their 
coding decisions. This reference data served as the gold standard.  
 
Data was collected using an online questionnaire as an input mask. The survey 
contained questions on coder characteristics, short briefings, the codebook, and the 



 

 

tweets. The comparative study design involved conducting the same content analysis 
twice: In the first condition, four students who received a training coded the whole 
sample of 300 tweets. In the second condition, 150 crowdworkers were recruited via the 
platform Clickworker. They coded 30 tweets each without a training. Depending on their 
coding, the all coders received feedback every fifth tweet to ensure higher quality of 
coding decisions. In total, the study includes 28,500 coding decisions. All coders ere 
adequatly compensated, either in form of credit points (student coders) or with a 
monetary incentive (crowdworker). 
 
Results 
 
Our data analysis includes systematic comparison of established reliability coefficients 
(inter coder agreement and Krippendorff's alpha) to obtain a comprehensive picture of 
the quality of coding in the different conditions. In addition, we matched the coding with 
the gold standard. Further, we tested the influence of the coders' characteristics on the 
number of correct coding decisions by regression analysis. Notably, the data comprises 
a complex dependency structure. The codings are nested in both: coders as well as 
tweets. Hence, multi-level analysis was applied. 
 
Descriptive findings imply that student coders and crowdworkers differ regarding validity 
and reliability. Student coders performed better when compared to the gold standard, 
especially for the pro-abortion vs. anti-abortion categorization (83 vs. 74 percent 
compliance). Overall, however, coding was found to be difficult regarding validity, as 
agreement with the gold standard is rather low in both groups (average 62 percent). In 
contrast, reliability is generally higher (average inter coder agreement: .78; average 
Krippendoff's alpha = .73). Notably, for the inter coder agreement and even more for 
Krippendorff's alpha, student coders outperform crowdworkers (Krippendoff's 
alphastudents = .83 vs. Krippendoff's alphacrowdworker = .64). In conclusion, the results 
advocate the use of traditional coders for greater control of the coding process as well 
as intensive coding training. 
 
Moreover, multivariate regression analysis indicate that the influence of the categories 
or variable types of varying difficulty is much stronger than the influence of the coder 
characteristics. This applies both to agreement with the gold standard and to inter-coder 
agreement. This result highlights the importance of conducting simple coding tasks, 
formulating categories precisely and choosing concise operationalizations—especially 
when working with crowdworkers. Nevertheless, certain coder characteristics also 
positively determine coding results, this should be considered in the recruitment of 
coders. Individuals with a high level of formal education and emotional sensitivity are to 
be preferred. Further implications and recommendations were discussed at the 
conference. 
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